
POWER OF PRAYER 
Ephesians 3:14-21

1. Take a minute to openly share about your prayer life. What do you do? How do  
you feel about it?

2. Prayer in the Dirt vs prayer in the Clouds:
Dirt
- God is reduced to an afterthought, but my doing runs in front of it. I get ahead of God.
- A never spoken but believed lie that my action or my idea is more effective or helpful  

than prayer. This is when prayer is a tag on to our already set plans. 
- Sober view of the harsh realities of this world, but minimal imagination to the riches we 

have access to in Christ through prayer.
Clouds
- escaping to the clouds with Jesus but hesitancy to enter into the mess of this world.
- Prayers in the clouds are captive and aware of the glory and resources of heaven but 

with a limited relationship to the earth

**Prayer and communion with God is the place where these two points of tension meet.
 

Do you ever find yourself leaning towards one type of prayer that was discussed? 

3. Prayer is the application of the promises we have in Christ. How can we pray 
promises vs problems?
- Show Christ gratitude 
- Offer Christ a request 

4. Why did Paul include the words “with all the Saints” v. 18?  
Can you think of or discuss examples of how you more fully comprehend the 
love of Christ due to community?

 

5. Why did Paul pray?
- review the promises made regarding Individual salvation in Chapter 1 and 

Corporate salvation in Chapter 2. Highlight a few and think/discuss about what it 
means in your life that these are true. 

- Read and think about v. 20 and the words “abundantly more.” Do you believe 
that God in Christ can do “abundantly more” than we can ever imagine? 

 

6. How can you commit to praying differently in light of this text?
- What should be your motive
- What is your method
- How can you structure your life to have more space to spend time with God in 

prayer?


